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Abstract: This paper stud/es the question which asks when a property p passes From the 
range of a mapping (= continuous urjection) to its domain for certain properties T;’ in the 1 
of first countability. A gener;rl technique is presented which enables us to answer tXs quest 
the context of open finite-to-one mappings and perfect mappings for properties p ~~hhi~h 
uniform base, point-countable%ase, first countability acd b&sequential. Several examples are 
given, one of which shows that the inverse image of a mc2trizable space under an open finite-to- 
one mapping need not be me:‘.rizable even if it is semi-mt=rrizable. 
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In 1967, Okuyama [31!] gave an example showin 
image of a compwi etrizable space under an open 
rtistrictions on the cardinahty of point inverses or on he domain of Q 
mtipping. 
roizvolov [ 373 showe 
ZgiicLpi $; X -+ Y is an ot$en fmite-to-one 
nz, then X has weight at most wa. Lat 
showed that we may dr 
we add th3t f be a close 
tion for various properties p 
n view of the examples mentioned above, it is of some interest to 
now when the jlnverse image of a first countable space is fiirst countable 
and also when it will be metrizable if it is first countable. This paper 
offers some answers to such questio s no only for first countable spaces, 
her cklsses of spaces in thle lineage; of first counta ility. For ex- 
le, spaces having a uniform base [2 I. 1) spaces having a point-count- 
able base [Xl] , and bi-sequential sp8~ ,2’7] . e also consider a class o 
spaces uggested for study by Arhar@‘skif [ 3, p.395] . These are the 
pseudo-open compact 2 images of nnetriz le spaces. For lacK of a better 
name we will call1 these spaces A*-spa~~;l. ur techniques will also be 
applied to other classes of spaces, inchding Arhangel’skiT’s class 
‘rq 
I- 1 SO], cosmic aces and NO -spaces i%6] . 
following di am illustrates th(: asic implical ions which exist 
a:mong the main classes of spaces tudie in this paper: 
ase + A*-space -* point-countable base + first 
e&ion of exd wi!! show that, 
e first implication, none of the abov;: implications can be 
les offers counter-e 
ses of.our main r suits are omi 
e 
cent CIPSO, es and first m.dnSability 
0, and all spaces a 
Remark 2.2. 
tion raised b 
own theorem of 
-space is metrizable. 
hangel& in 13 
wow gives that a c 
answe 
-space [31] Xwith a oint-countab etriz- 
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SQ f(b, ) + g(a). Since f(b,) -+ f(b), g(t2) = f(iQ. Therefore, (a,!~) E
and this completes the proof. 
t this point, we mention tba 
61~ and px willi denote the (sing1 
onto Z and X, respectively. ’
s~tion 2.6. Let f: X -+ Y ,and g: 2 + 
e set-valued iraapping defined by F(z 
(a) If g is b&quotient, d $3 is px . 
seudo-open and compact, so iis px . 
is compact-covering, 7 so is px . 
oughout the proof Int(A) denotes the interior of A. 
g be b&quotient and suppo~ that !.II covers ~‘~-1 (x) = 
g-1 (j’(x)) X {x). Then for each z E g-1 (j?~))1 there exist neighborhoods 
U(z) of z in Z and V(z) of x in X such that {(U(z)X V(z)) n gr F; 
W. Stnce g is bi-qc~tiek, th exist U(Zl), . . . . U(Z,> 
y= 1 g(U(z$). Then x E Int 1 f”l g( U(zi)). For 
each i, pick a cyi E iw such t t (U(Zi)X V(Zi)) fT gr F 6: Wi. 
contend that x E int 1 px (Wi)). Let G = int(Uy= 1 j’-’ g(U(Zi))) 
is a neighborhood of 
sets N open in Z and open in X such that 
ince g is pseudo-open, f(x) E J[n 
at x E Int(f+(H)). 
eofems will be 
also be att~b~~ted to shngeK:i~ [ ell 
!258] :f one merely notes thal; having a ‘“qu,lasi-fic:e s % 
of open coverings” is quivalent to having a C, -diagonal, and perfect 
es lof metrizable spaces are precisely paracompact p-spazss [ 5, Theo- 
rem 161. 
) (Qkuyama [ 33 ] ). Let f: A‘ -+ Y be an opeil finite-to-on: 
ping and let x’ be a regular -space. 8 If Y is a co lect ion a&-ise nor 
space with a o-locally finite network 1321 hen X is rjaetritablle. 
) (Coban [ 123 )_ 
ping and let X be a regular p-s 
Y be an open finite-t 
etrizable, so is 
rev [36 ] ). A space 
only if there exists a 
open mapping (open s-mapping lo)& : Z + Y. 
(c) plaint-countable bx4e, 
l(d) first countable, 
(e) bi-sequentiirl. 
Let f: X + Y ‘be a closed finite-to-one mapping. If Y is 
first countable (bi-sequential), then X if first countable (bi-sequential). 
.3. Let f: x + Y be all open, closed finite-to-one mapping. If 
!5 ar?,y one of the fO!lO’W!ng ~H?OpWtieS, SO dOGS .X1 
(a)! uniform base, 
(b :j 
(c) point-countable b:lse. 
Let f: .X + Y be :an open finite-to-one mapping and let X 
f Y has any one of the following properties, so d 
(a) uni]Form base, 
aces “p-space”, we may conclude that X is 
as a pjoin kounta 
xxm nta.ble-to-one 
ng is a closed 
The proofs of all t 
of of Theorem 3. 
e will always be co 
tuation : A mapping f: X 
to be characterize 
a mappingg: 2 + 
rems, F wi!! always denote 
11 a basic mapping si- 
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first covmtable) by Theorem 2.8 again. 
(e). This case is simila to (b) except that we use Theorem 2.10 and 
positior 2.6(a) ts get X bi-sequential. This completes the proof of Theo- 
rem 3.1, 
of e will prove the *&___  _ _-k, fb-ct mlnf.+le case first. Lutzer 
roposition 3.31 :has$ hown that a s ace Y is first countable if and 
only if Y is of plaint-cc.auntable type [ 5 ] and points of Y are G, -cIets. Since 
a cllosed finite-to-one rr,a:pping is a perfect mapping, X is of poiwcount- 
able type [ 14, Proposi iion 51. It remains to show that each pn+-ii in X is 
2 G,-set. Let x E X. Then J”‘(C) = [I( 3/n ; n = 1,2, . ..}? where each YIt is 
en in Y. Since: f is finite-to-one, we may choose a neighborhood G of 
l * 
Suppose now that Y is bi-sequential. E:y Theorem 2.10, our basic map- 
ing situation h(as f: X + Y cl&d and fislite-to-one and g: Z + Y biquo- 
with Z metrizable. Then pZ is closed and finite-to-one by [ 10, Theo- 
ren 2.6(a)]. y what we just proved, gr is first countable an 
tion 2.6(a) g es that px is biquo I appeal to Theore 
ag;llin gives that X is bi-selquential. is completes the proof of 
3.2. 
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gives that gr F is a syaw 
roposition 2.5 and 
Let X be a q-space and f: X + Y a xow 
e a first countable space (or any space in 
[ 23, Zlroposition 3.3 3, ill, suffices to shpow that 
-set, If x E X, f(x) = tvti ; n := 1,2, . ..)) w 
ince each point in a countable space is a &-set, 
r-1 = 1,x, .*.} w ere Un is open in 
y Thelorern 2.1 OF our bask 
mapping situation has f: X + Y countable-to-one and g: Z -+ 
-1(z) = {z} X f -I @(z)), it is c 
Since the proofs of the foll~~~i~g two theorems are so similar ts those 
reuiolms theorems, e will just indi xte ahe edifications to be 
mzde. 
. Let f :: X + Y be a mapping and Y an NO -space (cosmic 
space). Then X is a;~ fiQ -space (cmmic s pace) !n each of the following 
cxx% :
f f is perfect and1 X has a G, diagonal. 
f f is open, closed and finite-to-one. 
f f is open, finite-to-one an _x is a p-space. 
er, if “M-space” replaces ‘“p-spiacc” in case (c), then X is separ- 
ie metrizable when Y is cosmic. 
et Y be an k4 O -space. As in the proof of Theorem 3.1, gr F 
. Z is separabie metric and he-v LindelGf. Since pz is per- 
fect, gr F is LindelEif and hence sepz?rable. By Proposition 2.6(c), i’lx is 
act-covering an SO X is an NO -space 126, Titeorem 11 A]. 
Let Y be cosmic. As above, gr F is a s le metric space. Since 
t’x: gr + X is a rnappj0g, X is cosmic position 16.2 ] . 
W c e proof of this case a) except that gr F is 
rraetrizable as in the proof of 3 and gr F is seiparable since 
?r F is anettizable as in the p 
rem follows from the cha- 
eorem 101 an eorem 
Q q+‘(Z) = Y. 
e with a uniform base is i 
ver, since the cPass of spaces hav” a point-countable base 
satisfying (i) and (ii), every space in M 
ind a space with a point-countable base which is no 
xists a metrizabfe space 
erty elf being bi 
otient (.hence clos 
o rgbnge by a closed finite-to-one ma 
(a) uniform base, 
(b) A *-space, 
e an open, closed and finite-to-one map- 
following propert es if and only if Y has: 
Exarlzple 4,1* A (compact) bi-se uential space which is not first count- 
able [27, Example lG.41. 
Example 4.2. A first cotintable space which does not have a point-count- 
e base. Take any separable first countAble space which is not second 
countable, say the reals ith the right half open Merval topology. Note 
that it is easy to show that a poir&countable base in a separable space 
must be countable. 
le 4.3. A space in MO 
hich is not an A*-spa 
space with a 
emark 2.2, it 
not nietrizable. 
3.9(a). 
5 does 
litted in Theorem~i 
Remark 4.7. xample 4.5 appears to be a counter-exam le to (zoban [ 13, 
Theorem 9’31 hkh says that the inverse image of a developable space 
under an open, closed ma ping is a dew10 
pie 4.8. The inverse image of a compact metric space under a close 
ping need not have a pointkcountable base (an! 
Proof. Let X be the closed and hence compact subspace consisting of the 
top and bottom lines of the lexicographically ordered square. Let Y = 
[O,l ] with its usual topology and let f: X -+ Y be the obvkbus twl3-to-one 
mapping. 
Observe that since X is compact an able, X is a normal 
a point-countable base 
y finite netwcrk and so cannot be cosmic [3)?, 
ple 4.8 shows that 
d that the hypoth 
42 
T~he following example was promked in t 
ings, it shows t 
ce which admits an o 
needs not be metrri 
lame and A c X denote 
- A will have their usuIal plane neig rhoods. A base for 
of a point PEA consists of tsB,@), E > 0, 
< c +and z lies beneath the union of the two 
fycys in the upper b ‘alf plane whiek emanate from p and have slopes E and 
--- e respectively). Let 1’ = {z = (x,y) 6 X; y < 0 ). &fine f: Xe + Y by 
) = (x, -y) if y > 0, and f&v) = (x,y) if y < 0. 
is easy to see that ,f is an open, finite-to-one (acItually at most two- 
e) mapping and that X is a first countable space. It follows from 
[ 12, Theorem 3 ] that X is :reditarily paracompact. In fact_, X is a CT- 
heorem 2] and is therefore semi-metrizable by [ 38, TFLeo- 
sition 41. Note tlbtat X is ot an Ho -space since the sub- 
tifig of {(x,y); y 3 0) is ample 12.1 in [26, p.9991 
.12 t0 Say (qsC,y); 0 < X G 1, -1 <y G I), it 
?viU have all the properties of xamgle 2 in [37]. 
4J 2, it is of interest lo know when t 
der an open fi~i~e=~o-Qne 
pact metric space (in 
ountable-to-o 
rfectly normal compac 
“point-ccuntable base”‘. 
so “finite &one” canno 
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